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Introduction
For the past 5 years Geospatial markets are  growing very rapidly due to  wider use of this technology around 
the world.

According to Pike Research ” Utility spending on electric utility software and services will essentially double 
form 2011 to 2017 , growing from $1.8 billion to $3.7 billion in 2017

Market research companies are also concerned that the high cost of GIS solutions could pose a challenge to 
the growth of this market 

New exciting products are being introduced by new upcoming companies.

Integration with other external sensors ie camera, laser range finders, locators, depth gauges, fugitive 
emissions, thermal imaging etc.. are further driving the sales 

Costs are going down (????)

The Geospatial market place is in mood for mergers, acquisitions and buy outs.



Background

I have been involved with this technology 
since early 1980’s as a user and systems 
integrator
Dealt with several manufacturers and 
suppliers of this technology
Dealt with several hundred clients who use 
this technology



Disclaimers

Several manufacturers and supplier will not 
agree with this situation.
My personal opinions as well as opinion of 
several users
No one manufacturer is implied. These are 
general trends



Reasons for mergers/consolidations 

Create end to end solutions
Gain sole source advantage and increase market 
share
Expand market penetration applications and 
geographical boundaries
Diversification of product lines and markets
Eliminate competing product
Increase share holder value
Reduce costs due to increased productivity



Who is representing the users?

Share holders and owners are covered but 
what about users

Are we covered?



Some recent mergers/consolidations
Trimble-TDS
Trimble-Ashtech
Trimble-Seco
Trimble-Elcome
Trimble Gatewing of Ghent
Hexagon-Intergraph
Hexagon-SISGraph
TOM-TOM-TELEATLAS
Rolta-Orion
Trimble-Omnistar
Topcon-Sokkia
MAP INFO-Pitney Bowes
ESRI-PROCEDURAL
Digital Globe-Geo Eye
Terra Go-Geosemble Tech
MDL Asso-Space Systems



I am not against consolidations 
but

what is happening is of concern 
to me and should be to you as a 

user of this technology



Results of the consolidations
Larger Companies buying out smaller companies with 
better technology and products. 

For example in the USA there are just 3 players left in the 
GPS GIS market namely Trimble, Topcon and Leica. 

In spite of what the acquiring company says most of the 
acquisitions are to buy a better product and or to eliminate 
a better competing product and reduce competition, raise 
prices and increase profits.



Major Trends-consolidations
This is a bad situation
No or less innovation
No Competition
Poor customer service
Increased prices.
Just think how airline mergers have impacted you.
For any airline or telecom mergers, justice dept is 
all over the place but in our industry no one seems 
to be concerned



Service/ support Issues
Cannot talk to live person
Takes days to talk to a human!!
Issues used to get resolved in a day now takes 
days.
Outsourced service
Pay extra for Platinum, gold, silver service and 
adding more layers of service
Transfer service to dealers
Its getting worse



New product introduction

New product introduced but in a rush to get 
product out quick, dealers and customers 
are the guinea pigs for testing and 
debugging



Cost savings

Manufacturers are saving money but not 
passing on to customers
Manuals are on line. Savings due to non 
cost of producing, shipping are not extended 
to customers.
Software is downloadable. Savings not 
passed to customers. 
They are ready to add on fuel surcharge 



NEW COMPANIES

Positive sign is that several new companies 
are entering the market due to the potential 
of this market
But the concern is that these new 
companies will likely be bought over by 
larger monopolistic companies.
I can almost predict which small start up 
Geospatial companies are going to be target 
for bigger giants.



Summary
The market is getting towards  becoming a 
monopoly market and unless users put 
pressure on vendors, these issues will get 
worse
As a user you need to demand better 
products and services 
If you are a large company, you have access 
to top people at vendor companies  you have 
not seen the impact but if you happen to be a 
small and medium size client-watch out



QUESTIONS???????



CONTACT INFORMATION

Ashok Wadwani
AFDS
281 579 0492
afdsaw@aol.com
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